Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Paula Greene Stardate 10102.17 "Judgment" Episode One
Note: Crossover with Kootenai Station.

Cast of Characters

CO Cromwell			AGM Dave
XO Amendoeira			TAGM Sergio
CNS Richardson			GM Cheryl
FCO Baptiste, Admiral Savek	FM Jim
OPS Owens			AGM Chris N.
CIV B’lee, Captain Vakol		ATM Brian P.
MO von den Broek		PR Nick
CTO Ryan, Captain. Mitchell,
   Kootenai FCO Wayne		T-AGM/PR Darlene
Kootenai TO Bailey, Tribunal	AGM Mike Jones

Special Guest Star
Kootenai CEO
LtCmdr. Corjet Randy
KOPS, 
Kootenai EO Chad, 		Randy T

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

OPS_Owens says:
::At OPS making sure all the requisition lists are in::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Standing on the Bridge at tactical preparing to lock down the weapons and shield systems for maintenance while docked::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Sitting at Flight Control Station nursing the ship into the system::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Quickly goes over the supplies list for the U.S.S. Paula Greene and sighs with exhaustion:: Self: I better get EO Chad to assist.  ::Calls EO Chad to the docking bay::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Sitting in the XO’s Chair::

Host Savek says:
@::Sends flash traffic to the Paula Greene that he will be meeting them on arrival::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Paula Greene drops out of warp in the star system where Kootenai Station is located.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
<KEO Chad> ::Sighs and quickly makes his way to the docking bay:: Self: Another day.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Walks into Ops from the Ready Room and sits down in her chair::

CNS_Richardson says:
::In her office, going over some case histories, doing Counselor stuff for a change::

CIV_B`lee says:
::Sitting at the back of the Bridge slumped in a chair happy to be going back to testing shuttles, where he belongs::

OPS_Owens says:
::Prepares to hail Kootenai Station Operations::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Exits his Ready Room, duffel bag in hand, he looks around saying nothing::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
<KOPS Jo> ::Mumbles and plays with the power allocations of the station:: Self: That’s what he gets for not paying up!

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> ::Enters the docking bay and quickly makes his way to CEO Corjet::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Stands up:: All: Captain on the Bridge!  ::Smiles::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Stands to attention::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Nods with a slight smile::

OPS_Owens says:
::Stands stiffly::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Stands at attention::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Walking on the Promenade of Kootenai station, awaiting the arrival of her new ship::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Meets the CO halfway and offers his hand::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Takes Tealk's hand in his and shakes it::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Walking along the Promenade of Kootenai Station::

OPS_Owens says:
::Gives a final salute::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Looks anxiously at his controls::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@KEO Chad: Get those supplies ready for the Paula Greene.  ::Smiles:: I know you can handle it Chad.  That's why I'm relying on you!  ::Walks over to a pallet and looks over the contents::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CO: It was a pleasure, Sir.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Nods:: XO: Take good care of the ship, Tealk.

OPS_Owens says:
::Glances at the console::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Giggles as he plays with the power allocations:: Self: This is fun!

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Hopes the other ship will not continue on that course ::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Paula Greene moves toward Kootenai Station, which appears on their view screen, a glimmering Buckingham Class Starbase.

FCO_Wayne says:
@CO: Sir, I've picked up the Paula Greene on sensors.  She is on approach.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Steps to the side and allows the CO to carry on::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Adjusts the strap of his personal duffel over his shoulder and looks into the windows of a shop on Kootenai::

Host Savek says:
@Captain Vakol: Captain, she is a good ship.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@FCO: Acknowledged.  ::Taps COM badge:: *CEO* Randy, the Paula Greene is on approach.  Prepare to load the cargo.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Begins to move around the Bridge, taking in the sights:: ALL: The handing over of the ship will be performed on Deck Nine at the Docking Hatches.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Moves towards B’lee:: CIV: I heard you will be leaving us also, Mr. B’lee.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@*CO* Aye, Sir, we’re all ready down here. ::Looks over to Chad::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Wandering through the shops and stalls fascinated by the size of the station::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Sighs and sets the power allocations back to normal::

CTO_Ryan says:
CO: We'll miss you, Sir.

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::At the reflection in the shop window and straightens up:: Admiral Savek: I didn't realize you were aboard Kootenai, Admiral. ::Adjusts his duffel uncomfortably:: I am sure the Paula Greene is a fine ship.  She just needs some personal touches.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Notices the time and realizes they should be arriving momentarily at the Station; stands up and exits her office, on her way to the Bridge::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Paula Greene continues to move toward the Station.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> ::Gets his teams ready to start loading the Paula Greene::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Nods:: CTO: Thank you, Lieutenant.

CIV_B`lee says:
::Does nothing particularly important at his console and mentally calculates how long it will take for him to get back to Utopia Planetia::

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Permission to resume station?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
FCO: Granted.

OPS_Owens says:
::Returns to his seat and hails the station::  COM: Kootenai: Kootenai, this is the USS Paula Greene requesting docking clearance.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Moves to the Big Chair::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Watches the Paula Greene come into view with a great grin:: Self: She's a beauty!

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Sits down with a sigh and drops speed::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
FCO: Mr. Owens.. Do we have clearance yet?

OPS_Owens says:
::Turns to face the XO::  XO: I am awaiting clearance now, Sir.

FCO_Wayne says:
@COM: Paula Greene: OPS: This is Kootenai Flight Control.  You are cleared to dock in Docking Bay 2.  Welcome aboard.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
ACTION: As Paula Greene gets closer to Kootenai Station it begins to slow down.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Applies reverse thrusters::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Looks to his chair arms and strokes them a little, remembering for a second what it was to be in the center spot, always::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Stands at the back of the Bridge for a moment, then enters the turbolift looking out:: Deck Nine.

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Offers his hands to the superior officer and starts walking with him along the Promenade::  Admiral Savek: I've read up on the crew, it should be an interesting assignment.

OPS_Owens says:
COM: Kootenai Flight Control: Acknowledged, Kootenai.  Transmitting final requisition request now.

Host Savek says:
@Captain Vakol: It is time we head to Docking Bay 2.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Arrives on the Bridge::

OPS_Owens says:
XO: We are cleared for Docking Bay two, Sir.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Kootenai Station's bay doors, which have the label "2" on them begin to open up.  The blinking lights inside beckoning the Galaxy Class starship in.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@OPS: You have Ops.  I am headed for Docking Bay 2 to meet the Paula Greene.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> ::Makes sure everything is ready for loading.  Double checks everything::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Turns to the Operations station:: OPS: Thank you, Mr. Owens.  FCO: Mr. Baptiste, take us in, thrusters only.

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Nods and walks along with him:: Admiral: I'm a little concerned about my prospective Exec., seems a little impulsive, particularly considering his Vulcan heritage.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Alters course to take them to the doors labeled 2::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::Wanders into a bar, slightly startled by the noise::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> CO: Aye, Sir.  I have Ops.  ::Giggles to himself::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Notes that everyone is busy about their docking tasks and takes a position, standing quietly in the background::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Arrives on Deck Nine.  Nods to crew as he moves to where the pathway will hook up with the ship::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Stands and walks out of Ops into the turbolift:: Docking bay 2.

CIV_B`lee says:
::Stands and moves to the command railing:: XO, permission to disembark as soon as we have docked?

Host Savek says:
@Captain: He is a fine man I have met him.  ::Smiles::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Can't take his eyes of the Paula Greene:: Self: Those lines.  ::Sighs sweetly::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: As the Paula Greene enters Kootenai Station the left nacelle briefly comes into contact with the Starbase's main doors, which didn't open fast enough.  There is a momentary shrieking of metal and it's obvious that part of the door was scratched off.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Exits turbolift and walks to Docking Bay 2::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Raises an eyebrow of thought at Savek::  Admiral: Of course, Sir, I am sure we'll work things out.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
ACTION: Amazingly, the Paula Greene escaped with its paint still on.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Thinks: Oops::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Laughs as the CO leaves and then messes with Komar’s power allocations.  Knowing he's getting upset at the least::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Looks at the FCO and raises an eyebrow::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS: Can you handle things, Mr. Owens? I'd like to be there at the transfer of command ceremony.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Grunts:: Self: My doors, my poor doors!  ::Shakes his head::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Shakes head:: FCO: Paint duty will await you for sure, Mr. Baptiste. ::Grins and moves off:: OPS: You have the Bridge.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Quickly locks down the weapons and shield systems, deactivating them::

OPS_Owens says:
XO: Not a problem Sir, Captain Cromwell deserves a proper send off.  ::Stands::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Paula Greene gently glides to one of the nearest ports and docks.  The docking clamps moving in to attach to the majestic vessel.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> ::Looks over and sighs with anguish, knowing it’s going to be a very long day::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Grumbles something about being held at attn for so long ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Enters the turbolift:: Deck Nine.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Waits at Airlock 2::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> XO: Acknowledged.  ::Takes him to Deck Nine::

CIV_B`lee says:
::Coughs slightly and assumes the XO’s lack of response indicates his consent::

OPS_Owens says:
::Awaits a replacement Ops then moves to the chair::

Host Savek says:
@::Arrives at Airlock 2::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Junior crews arrive on the Bridge to replace senior officers going to the ceremony.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Watches as the ship docks and decides to make her way to the docking bay::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Takes a moment to remember what he had read about the new Captain::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Slowly, the docking pathway extends from the Kootenai Station docking bay to attach to the Paula Greene.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> ::Starts to move the supplies for the Paula Greene forward  making sure they are ready and can do the job very quickly::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Glances at the Paula Greene through the dock windows and nods affirmatively:: Admiral Savek: Yes, I am quite certain I will work things out here.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: And with a final CLAMP, CLICK and CLUNK the process is finished.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@Computer: Time.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::As the turbolift doors whirl open, he steps out and heads for the docking hatch::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Looks at the new Paula Greene Captain and Admiral Savek as they approach Airlock 2.  Taps the security code into the pad unlocking the airlock::

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: At station keeping.

Host Savek says:
@::Waits for all the procedures to be carried out and the Airlock door to open::

OPS_Owens says:
::Leaves the Bridge to the junior shift and hurries to the ceremony::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The airlock door swishes open.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Notes his XO's arrival as he stands at the doorway to the pathway:: XO: I thought you were remaining on the Bridge?

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Designates power to the power umbilicals for the Paula Greene::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Motions for Captain Vakol and Admiral Savek to enter the airlock ahead of her::  Gentlemen?

OPS_Owens says:
::Takes the turbolift down to deck nine::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Walks over to a console and orders additional engineers to get ready to inspect the Kootenai Stations' docking doors:: Self: If it isn't one thing its another. ::Turns back to look at the Paula Greene::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Stands near Cromwell, waiting for the hatch doors to open::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Arrives at the docking bay, noticing those already there; sees Owens arrive right behind her::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Bows slightly at Captain Mitchell:: Admiral Savek: After you, Sir.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@Computer: Computer?  Time, please.

CIV_B`lee says:
::Leaves the Bridge for his quarters to gather his things::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CO: Sorry Sir, I just had to be here.  ::Smiles::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Waits for the Admiral to enter then follows::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CO: Call it a surprise.  ::Grins slightly::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
@XO: And that would be why, Commander?  ::Still wondering why he has Admiral's pips on::

OPS_Owens says:
:Sees the CNS as he approaches her side giving a curt nod and a smile::  CNS: Have I missed anything?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Both groups of command officers begin moving toward the center of the pathway, meeting halfway.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<Kootenai Engineers> ::Looks to Chad and starts to load the Paula Greene with her necessary supplies of foodstuffs, medical cargo and other supplies::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Glances at the Commander and compares the face to that of the memorized Personnel File he had read:: XO: And you must be Commander Amendoeira?

CNS_Richardson says:
::Nods with a slight smile:: OPS: We're just in time for the ceremony, it appears.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> ::Monitors the loading and unloading of the Paula Greene's cargo::

Host AGM_Selan says:
NOTE: One torpedo shot would devastate the command staff of both ship and station if it hit that pathway but that's an idea for another time.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Walks to a computer terminal::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Looks to the CO and XO:: Welcome aboard Kootenai Station, Gentlemen.  I am Captain Mitchell, Commanding officer of Kootenai Station.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Nods and takes his hand up:: Vakol: Live long and prosper.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
@::Looking over the new CO for the Paula Greene::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS>::Looks over the power allocations and adds more to the docking umbilical of the Paula Greene.  Sends a note down to Main Engineering asking for someone to look into the situation::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Hesitates slightly at the hand gesture then gives in and briefly shakes his new XO's hand, mutters:: XO: A pleasure.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Repeats the hail for Captain Mitchell::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Walks over to another console and brings up the status of the docking doors::

Host Savek says:
CO Cromwell: Captain Cromwell, I would like you to meet your replacement Captain Vakol.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Returns the Vulcan greeting to the XO::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Takes a step back to be out of the crush of bodies near the gangway::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Manages to get the time from the panel, despite numerous requests for it from the computer, realizes she is going to be late for her arrival on the Paula Greene::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
<KEO Chad> ::Continues to supervise the loading of the Paula Greene's supplies.  Making his engineers work hard::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@Self: Oh, no!

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Prepares to have a crew spray paint the scrape::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Notices the increasing number of bodies:: All: Maybe we should move to the Conference room?

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Nods to Admiral Cromwell:: Admiral: Welcome aboard Kootenai Station, Sir.

Host Savek says:
@XO: Excellent idea.

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Wonders if Savek doesn't see the new admirals pips::  Thank you.  ::Looks to the new CO::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Officers are saluting as they go along.

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@XO/All: Yes, please. 

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Walks to a view port as his wife and child come to meet him.  Shows them the U.S.S. Paula Greene smiling:: Family: She's a great ship!  ::Sighs and turns to them:: Better head back, my Ahkayah.  I'll be home as soon as I can.  ::Heads off back to the main area::

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@Captain Mitchell: Thank you, Captain Mitchell.  The XO has a good idea, I think.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Motions to the Admirals and others in the group:: This way, Gentlemen.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<Kootenai Engineers> ::Continually loading the needed supplies for the Paula Greene, wondering what the big fuss is all about::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Follows Vakol, trying to study his movements and getting more and more curious about that unreturned Vulcan greeting::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Runs down the Promenade, trips over her feet with all of her luggage, falls flat on her face::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: THUD.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Sighs and randomly plays with the power allocation scheduling::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Lights in a few rooms on Kootenai go out as Kootenai's OPS plays around with the power.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Leads them to the nearest turbolift and taps the buttons on the pad::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Sighs as he sees he almost turned off the power to the Conference Room and stops playing around:: Self: That was close!

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Picks up her things, trying to ignore the throbbing pain in her face and continues running::

Host Savek says:
@::Follow the Starbase Commander::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Someone begins helping the MO with her luggage and she notes that it's a large hulking figure similar to a grizzly bear, wearing a Starfleet Security uniform.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@Computer: Computer, locate the command transfer for the Paula Greene!

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Wonders how far away this conference room is::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Turbolift doors open and she waits for the Admirals, Captain & Commander to enter::

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<TO Bailey> ::Towers above the MO::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<Kootenai Engineers> ::Give KEO Chad and KCEO Corjet a tired look but continue to work hard and fast loading the supplies on the Paula Greene.  They even help the crew of the Paula Greene store the supplies::

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Enters the turbolift::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Concentrating on her luggage, runs slap bang into Bailey, landing on her behind, luggage falling on top of her::

Host Savek says:
@::Enters turbolift::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Enters the turbolift::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Enters the cramped turbolift with all the brass in it::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<TO Bailey> @::Helps gather up the luggage again and with a gruff voice::  MO: Need some help?

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Squeezes into the turbolift behind all the brass as the turbolift doors close:: Deck 1.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Looks at the crush of officers milling about and decides she won't be missed:: OPS: I think I'm heading back to my office, get some work done.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Kootenai Computer> Mitchell: Acknowledged. ::Takes them to Deck 1::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Sighs and continues his duties, allocating more power to the needed areas of the station.  Then looks over at the U.S.S. Erie and sees a request for more power for repairs.  Dances his finger over the control and finally gives additional power to the engineers::

Host Savek says:
@::Hands Cromwell two sets of orders::

OPS_Owens says:
::Nods at the CNS::  CNS: Are you sure you don't wish to view the ceremony?

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Trying to compose herself::  Bailey: Where is my brain?  Umm...I think..I..um..yes, please.

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Takes the orders and looks at them::

CNS_Richardson says:
OPS: Yep, I'm sure; if anyone comments on my absence, just tell them duty called, okay?

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Hands Amendoeira a PADD:: XO: When the ceremony is complete, please have a steward beam the rest of my belongings aboard.

Host Savek says:
@Admiral Cromwell: The first is your hard copy of your promotion, Admiral.  ::Smiles::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Turbolift stops on deck one and the doors open.  Exits into Ops:: All: This way, Gentlemen.  ::Motions with her arm::

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<TO Bailey> ::Easily lifts up all her luggage into his big bear hands:: MO: Where are you going?

OPS_Owens says:
@CNS: Of course, Counselor.  ::Smiles and continues to watch::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Grins over her shoulder at the OPS officer, as she exits the docking bay::

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@Admiral Savek: Well, I'm glad its official.  ::Grins::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> ::Walks to Randy with a smile:: CEO: Almost done, Sir.  ::Sighs slightly and points to one last pallet:: That one just says U.S.S. Paula Greene, no specific person. ::Shrugs:: What should I do with it?

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Steps out of the turbolift and follows Mitchell::

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Realizes that the grin is lost on the Vulcan::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@ALL in Operations: Admirals on deck!

Host Savek says:
@Admiral Cromwell: The others are the orders for that special assignment.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Various personnel go to attention in the Operations Center.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@Bailey: Umm…I'm supposed to be at de command transfer ceremony for de Paula Greene.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@EO Chad:  Just send it over.  ::Shrugs:: They should know what to do with it.  ::Laughs a bit::  It's their problem once we get it aboard.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Leads them to the Conference Room and enters::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS>::Quickly stands at attention as various personnel enter Operations::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Takes the PADD and nods::

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<TO Bailey> ::Nods:: MO: Follow me.  ::Goes to nearest turbolift knowing where his Captain is at ALL times::

Host Savek says:
@::Enters the Conference Room ::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Steps into the Conference Room and glances about at the knot of officers already present::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> CEO: Aye, Sir!  ::Laughs and quickly sends it over::

Host AGM_Selan says:
@<TO Bailey> ::Enters nearest turbolift:: Deck 1.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Arrives back at her office and sighs as the door closes behind her, glad to be out of the mayhem.  Takes a seat at her desk and opens the file she'd been working on earlier::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Follows the officers, staying closer to Cromwell than Vakol::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@Bailey:  Dank you.  I dink I got myself a little...umm…lost.

OPS_Owens says:
@::Notices the Admirals arrive::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@Admirals: Please, make yourself comfortable.  I will have beverages here shortly.  ::Nods to a security officer on guard to bring refreshments::

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Follows the Vulcans into the room and wonders if Starfleet has been taken over by Vulcans::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Wonders how the crew of the Paula Greene will react to TO Bailey and laughs::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: In the Counselor's office there is a hum in the air and suddenly, a checkerboard of gray-colored energy appears before her desk, before passing through her desk and consuming the CNS.  She disappears entirely. The hum ends in the Counselor's office.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Follows the lumbering security guard::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Frowns:: Oh great.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: In Main Engineering, the CEO, who is in his office is consumed next by the checkerboard energy.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Sighs then smiles as he looks at the Paula Greene wishing he could have a look aboard her:: Self: Hmm…should I?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Followed by the CMO in Sickbay.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Sighs and taps her COM badge:: *Paula Greene* Anyone there?

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Nods at the CO of Kootenai and wonders if beverages will be alcoholic::

Host Savek says:
@All: Gentlemen, I am here to deliver orders to our new Admiral friend here but to also bring a new leadership to the Paula Greene.  Captain Vakol is to be the new Captain of the ship.  He has a fine record and will make a good leader to the ship and those aboard.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CNS is surrounded by darkness and feels VERY weakened. No response to her communication.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@Admiral Cromwell: Do you have a beverage preference, Sir?

OPS_Owens says:
@::Listens quietly to the Admiral::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Voice sounds really resigned:: *Paula Greene* Come in, please.

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Bows at Savek's words::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Falls into the conference room, very loudly::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Shakes head, suddenly feeling drained::

Host Savek says:
@Captain Vakol: Captain, if you take my advice you will learn to trust the crew, they have served Admiral Cromwell well, as I am sure he will tell you.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: A bright white light shines down upon the CNS suddenly illuminating her and the ground around her.  She finds the CMO and CEO unconscious at her feet.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Sighs with resignation and fiddles around with the console, looking over the specifications of the Galaxy class ships::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Turns to the thud heard at the entrance of the Conference Room::

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@Captain Mitchell: A good stout ale, please and no Synthehol.  With my new assignment, I feel I'm entitled.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@::Looks up to see a lot of people looking at her::  Um…sorry.  ::Quickly takes a seat::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Covers her eyes at the sudden brightness, peering to see what's beyond the light and stoops at the same time to check on the others:: Hello?  Who's out there?

Captain_Mitchell says:
@Admiral Cromwell: Aye, Sir.  ::Walks off to get the ale::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Shakes head, with a small smile and returns his attention to the ceremony::

FCO_Baptiste says:
@::Sighs as he gets out of the EVA suit from inspecting the now repaired paintwork ::

OPS_Owens says:
@::Shakes his head rather glad that MO isn't one of the Paula Greene crew::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: No response to the CNS.

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@Admiral: I trust your advice is well founded.  I am sure this will be an excellent assignment.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<Kootenai Engineers> ::Finish loading the Paula Greene and walk into the Conference Room of the docking bay for debriefing by KEO Chad.  They get refreshments as they wait::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The FCO is suddenly consumed by the checkerboard energy.

Host Savek says:
@Captain Vakol: They are good personnel to a man.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The FCO finds himself in the same place as the CNS with the unconscious CEO and CMO at his feet.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<EO Chad> ::Walks to Corjet with a smile:: CEO: Looking over the specifications?  ::Giggles::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Looks at the FCO as he appears:: FCO: Welcome to…umm…my world?

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Nods in acknowledgement::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Walks back to Admiral Cromwell with the stein of ale and hands it to him::  Admiral Cromwell: Your ale, Sir.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Looks up at Chad and smiles:: EO Chad: Yes..::Clears his throat:: yes I am.  She's a beautiful ship!

Host Savek says:
@CO: Captain you have a few words for your new crew?

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@Captain Vakol: I must agree with the revered Admiral, Captain.  We have been through much together in our short time.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Stands up, after assuring herself that the CEO and CMO are all right::

FCO_Baptiste says:
CNS: Where are we?

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Moves back to the wall and listens quietly::

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Takes the ale from Captain Mitchell and nods thank you::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Wonders why the Science division wants more power for the scanners:: Self: Should I or shouldn't I?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The FCO feels drained of strength as well.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Grins:: FCO: Your guess is as good as mine. ::Nods to the two on the floor:: They're all right, I think.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CNS: I know, but I feel enervated though, this is very odd.

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Steps past Cromwell:: Admiral Savek: Yes, I do. ::Pulls another PADD from his personal duffel:: All: According to Starfleet records the Paula Greene was last at a Starbase slightly over a month ago. I trust this will be a short layover and that our turn around time will break records.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Walks to the turbolift headed for her quarters::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CTO is suddenly consumed by the checkerboard energy as well.  She finds herself in the same place as the FCO and CNS, drained.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> CEO: Aye she is!  ::Giggles and nudges Randy:: Just don't let your little woman hear that! ::Pats his back:: I've got to go debrief the crews.  ::Heads off to the debriefing room::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@All: I expect you all back at your posts and ready to depart within the hour. ::Nods and returns to his position:: Admiral Savek: Did you have anything to add, Admiral?

CNS_Richardson says:
::Stands back up, trying to ignore her weariness:: FCO: Odd is an understatement. No response from the Paula Greene. I suppose we might as well see where we are.

CTO_Ryan says:
Self: Hey!  What the....???????

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Raises an eyebrow::

OPS_Owens says:
@::Thinks this is the typical reply of a Vulcan CO and wonders if he should apply for a transfer before it's too late::

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Shakes head at the blasted Vulcan::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Looks up as Ryan appears::

FCO_Baptiste says:
CNS: A bit of exploring might be a good thing.  I have some chalk we can mark with.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Sees the CNS and the FCO and the others::  All: What's going on?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Approaches Cromwell and whispers:: Admiral: Must you really leave, Sir?

CNS_Richardson says:
::Looks at Baptiste:: FCO: You happen to have chalk??

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Blushes slightly and then looks up at the Paula Greene with envy slightly seen in the sparkle of his eyes:: Self: That was my dream. ::Sighs softly:: No!  To be a Chief Engineer!  ::Smiles with satisfaction and then closes the console::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The FCO indeed has chalk.

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Whispers back, but thinks the Vulcans can hear anyway::  XO: I'm afraid so, Commander.  Just remember to show your new CO where the phasers are.

CNS_Richardson says:
Ryan: Not sure.  We've been transported here or some such, haven't had a chance to explore yet and no response from the Paula Greene.

Host Savek says:
CO: Captain, I think it largely depends on the capacity of the Kootenai crew to re-supply.  ::Looks at Captain Mitchell::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Taps COM badge:: *CEO* How is the supply loading coming, Randy?

Captain_Mitchell says:
@Admiral: Checking on that right now, Sir.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@*KOPS* We are done down here, Sir! ::Mills about wondering if the OPS officer is even at his station.  Makes note to report him if he doesn't answer::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Chuckles::

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Whispers::  XO: Don't worry though, with my new assignment, I'll have enough latitude to hunt the ship down and make sure she's still okay.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@*CO* We just finished, Sir. ::Sighs slightly:: I've just reported to OPS.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@*CEO* Acknowledged, Commander, thank you.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@*CO* Aye, Sir.  Just doing my duties.  I was wondering if it'd be okay to head over and take a look at Main Engineering?

CNS_Richardson says:
::Nods at the two on the floor:: All: They'll be okay for now; since .. ::Looks up as more arrive::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@*CEO* Ask the Paula Greene for permission and proceed, Commander. 

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@Savek: I doubt the Kootenai will have trouble maintaining the expected timetable.

Captain_Mitchell says:
@Admiral Savek: Loading of the supplies has been completed, Sir.

Host Savek says:
@Mitchell: Well done to you and your staff then.  ::Smiles::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The checkerboard suddenly consumes OPS and MO as a hum fills the Conference Lounge then fades.  OPS and MO find themselves with the others drained of strength as well.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
@Self: What de?

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Draws phaser::  *CTO* Security to the Conference Room on the double!

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@All: What the……..? ::Draws his phaser::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Thinks to herself that they're coming in faster than she can explain::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Sighs and plays a game of Keba on his console::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Checkerboard appears again in the Conference Room the hum filling the room and then consumes the XO before disappearing.  The XO appears with the others, phaser gone and he’s drained.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Wonders what the.:: CNS: Looks as if all our shipmates are joining us.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Almost grins at the sight of the XO:: XO: Join the party.

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@All: Crap!

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Checkerboard appears again a hum filling the Conference Room and pauses before Admiral Cromwell and Captain Vakol as if pondering something.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Falls to his knees, the link with his wife broken and his strength not the best:: ~~~Aurora~~~

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Rushes the Admirals and tries to push them away from the energy distortion::

OPS_Owens says:
::Notices the CNS,FCO and others::  All: Where are we?

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@::Glances at the checkerboard curiously::

FCO_Baptiste says:
OPS: We are trying to figure that out.

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Braces for the energy and prepares to jump into it::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
All: Where am I?

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> ::Starts debriefing his engineers on the loading of the Paula Greene::

CNS_Richardson says:
All: I don't know where we are or why we're here. I haven't had a chance to look around yet. There's no response from Paula Greene, though.

Host Captain_Vakol says:
@Checkerboard: We mean you no…..::Stares in surprise as Cromwell starts to jump at it::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The checkerboard makes its decision and backs off from Cromwell and hits Vakol.  Cromwell hits the ground.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Finds his wife on the floor unconscious and gets up moving towards her::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Vakol and the checkerboard energy vanish the hum ends.

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@All: Crap again!

Captain_Mitchell says:
@::Sees Captain Vakol vanish::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
All: What's going on?

CNS_Richardson says:
XO: She's okay for now, I think. They were unconscious when I got here.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
All: Who are you?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Vakol appears with his crew, drained as well.

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@All: I want that energy analyzed!

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> *CEO* Thank you.

CNS_Richardson says:
MO: We're from the Paula Greene; who are you? ::Voice sounding a little testy::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Looks at the new arrival ::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
::Collapses to the ground as he reappears, surprisingly drained of energy::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Nods at the CNS:: All: Are you all feeling very tired?

Host Admiral_Cromwell says:
@::Looks around and wonders if he'll need to take command of this station::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@::Gets very frustrated at the OPS officer and notes to put him on report::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Admiral Cromwell, Admiral Savek and Captain Mitchell are all that remains in the Conference Lounge.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Watches as the new Captain appears::

FCO_Baptiste says:
CNS: Someone not of the crew then.

OPS_Owens says:
::Wonders if there is a pattern to the new arrivals and wonders why everyone is Paula Greene crew and not Kootenai crew::

CNS_Richardson says:
XO: Yes, tired but we should look around. Baptiste there has chalk, to mark our way, I think?

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<Kootenai Engineers> ::Inform KEO Chad on exactly what they did::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
::Stands weakly and glances around at the others:: All: What's the meaning of this?!

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, a voice booms “Quiet!”

MO_van_den_Broek says:
CNS: Umm…Ensign Audrina van den Broek, reporting for duty, Sir.  Are you Lieutenant Biishe?

Host Savek says:
@Captain Mitchell: I want your best people on this right away.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CNS: Try to get everyone accounted for and figure out if all the crew is here or just the officers.

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KEO Chad> ::Listens to the very boring reports on loading and unloading the Paula Greene::

Captain_Mitchell says:
@Admiral Savek: Aye, Sir!  We are already on it!

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Sir, we are just trying to figure it out.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Puts his hands to his ears::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Sees Vakol arrive:: CO: Captain, if we knew, we'd tell you.  ::Voice is really starting to sound snappish since people keep asking her what's going on::

OPS_Owens says:
::Listening to the CNS looks towards the FCO and wonders why in God's name he has chalk::

Host Captain_Vakol says:
::Looks around at the crew for someone in blue and makes his way towards the CNS:: CNS: I don't suppose you have a tricorder with you, Science Officer?

CNS_Richardson says:
XO: I'd get everyone accounted for, if I knew who was supposed to be here as it is, I recognize a few faces and don't recognize others.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, along with the brilliant light shining down on the Paula Greene crew a second brilliant light shines upon a tribunal of featureless, white skinned humanoids who sit on chairs on a raised platform. The checkerboard energy is before them, obstructing views of most of their chest and lower regions.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::Listens to the voice::

Lt_Cmdr_Corjet says:
@<KOPS> ::Allocates more power to the internal sensors very quickly as he receives a request from Tactical::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::Looks round to see the humanoids::

CNS_Richardson says:
Captain: No, I don't have a tricorder, Sir.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CO: I suppose you should ask them.

Host Tribunal says:
<First> Quiet <Second> Down <Third> Now.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Looks at the humanoids and moves in front of the crew::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Looks at the new arrivals and wonders::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::Looks all around curiously:: All: Who are you?

Host Tribunal says:
<First> You have been brought here to be judged.

Host Tribunal says:
<Second> for the crimes of the Federation.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Sees the Tribunal and waits::

Host Tribunal says:
<Third> as their representatives.

OPS_Owens says:
::Thinks: Judged?::

Host Tribunal says:
<First> Yes, judged.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Listens quietly::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Raises an eyebrow::

OPS_Owens says:
::Thinks: Are they mind readers?::

FCO_Baptiste says:
:::Thinks: Crimes?::

Host Tribunal says:
<Second> You have violated temporal natural law time and again.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::Looks at his crew accusingly amazed that they would do such things::

Host Tribunal says:
<Third> It was written long ago that your empire would fall to the Borg and the Dominion, yet you resisted.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Thinks: Temporal law?::

Host Tribunal says:
<First> There are many other small crimes but those are the largest.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Shrugs:: CO: Would you believe me if I said I have no idea what they are talking about?

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::Looks at the crew in horror amazed that they would do such things::

Host Tribunal says:
<Second> For that, you as the representatives of the Federation

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Thinks: Says who?::

OPS_Owens says:
::Thinks: Written?::

Host Tribunal says:
<Third> shall remain here for eternity in confinement.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::Huffs slightly:: XO: Hardly.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Looks at OPS and whispers:: OPS: What are they talking about?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Shakes head:: CO: You heard him, it's not only us but also the whole Federation.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::Looks to the others, now somewhat concerned about her impending incarceration::

Host Tribunal says:
<First> ::With a wave of his hand:: Go!

Host Tribunal says:
<Second> Be confined!

Host Tribunal says:
<Third> You have been judged!

CNS_Richardson says:
::Has had enough:: Tribunal: Who are you to stand in judgment?

FCO_Baptiste says:
Tribunal: You have no authority.

Host CO_Vakol says:
Voices: I demand a neutral representative to hear these charges as accorded by the Khitomer Treaties!

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
First, Second, Third: If I may address the Court?

OPS_Owens says:
CTO: To tell you the truth, I don't have a clue other than the fact they are holding us responsible for the temporal crimes of the UFP.

Host Tribunal says:
<First> There <Second> Is <Third> No <First> Court.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Sighs and steps back, as the CO throws him a look::

Host Tribunal says:
ACTION: Several floating cylinders appear around the Paula Greene crew as a doorway appears nearby.  The cylinders are allowing a path to the doorway.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: OPS: Us?  Why us?

Host Tribunal says:
<First> We do not recognize the Khitomer Treaties.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Notices the cylinders flying around and forming a path.  Prepares to take the lead ahead of the crew::

OPS_Owens says:
CTO: They are telling us we should have fallen to the Borg and the Dominion.  In answer to your question, I guess because we are the closest representatives. ::Shrugs::

FCO_Baptiste says:
First: I refuse to think you are a judge.

Host Tribunal says:
<Second> FCO: So noted.

Host CO_Vakol says:
Voices: And the articles of Interstellar Law? ::Can't quite comprehend this::

Host Tribunal says:
<Third> Go into confinement!  ::Gestures to the doorway::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::Watching, not entirely sure what on earth is going on::

FCO_Baptiste says:
Third: No.

CTO_Ryan says:
OPS: Then why aren't the Kootenai crews here too?  Notice they didn't take any of them and they are Starfleet officers.

OPS_Owens says:
::Ponders at the CTO::  CTO: Now there is a very good question.  Perhaps there is more to this than meets the eye.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
All: Pipe down people, let the Captain handle this.

CNS_Richardson says:
::Stands quietly, biting her tongue::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Quiets::

Host Tribunal says:
ACTION: The Cylinders open fire with electric blasts, which strike the ground around the crew causing heat to be felt and bursts of dust and grain to fly into the air.  Essentially a warning shot.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Takes a small step back::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Quickly turns and takes the CO out of the line of fire, knocking him to the ground, landing on top of him::

Host Tribunal says:
ACTION: The XO trips over his wife's legs and falls back onto the unconscious CEO.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
Ooof!

OPS_Owens says:
::Is shocked by the heat::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::Stands his ground and looks at his crew:: All: We will do no such thing until we are accorded a neutral representative to hear these charges. ::Jumps back at the warning shot and lands with a thud::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::Turns her head slightly to avoid getting dust in her face::

Host Tribunal says:
<First> You will not willing go into confinement?

Host CO_Vakol says:
::Looks up at the woman sitting on him:: CTO: Miss Ryan, I presume?

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Stands his ground::

CTO_Ryan says:
CO: Yes, Sir.  Please stay down, Sir.

Host Tribunal says:
::All three steeple their hands::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Recovers to her feet::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::Thinks: “A caged bird refuses to sing”::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Gets up and shakes his head at the CTO:: CTO: Miss Ryan, allow the Captain to get up, please.

CTO_Ryan says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Gets off of the CO and moves forward again::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Offers a hand up to the others::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::Stands weakly still significantly overcome by this energy and glances at the XO::

OPS_Owens says:
::Turns to look around and make sure all is okay::

Host Tribunal says:
::All Three Tribunal Members::  All: Will you go willingly into confinement?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Shakes his head and then throws a glance at the three Tribunal members::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Thinks: Naught::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Thinks: I should say NOT::

OPS_Owens says:
::Thinks: Hell no!!::

Host CO_Vakol says:
Tribunal: No, we will not willingly be confined for crimes we have not committed or been properly represented against!

Host Tribunal says:
<First> So be it.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Nods and smiles at the Captain::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Hides a grin, thinking this Tribunal doesn't know the Federation very well::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::Starting to get a little worried now::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Whispers to Broek:: MO: Don't worry; we've been in worst jams.

OPS_Owens says:
::Notices the MO looking a might tense::  MO: Relax.  Everything is going to be fine.  ::Grips her arm::

Host Tribunal says:
ACTION: The Cylinders open fire with electric bursts on all of the crew and they all fall unconscious to the ground.

Host Tribunal says:
<Second> Ironic.

Host Tribunal says:
<Third> They always do that.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::Moves towards his crew turning his back just as he is shot::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Thinks some inappropriate phrases signifying no::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Turns and covers the CO as she is hit::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Falls to the floor::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::Falls to the floor, over his unconscious wife::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Falls::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::Drops to the floor::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Slumps to the floor::

Host Tribunal says:
ACTION: The Cylinders gather around the crew and cause them to hover  and slowly, with each cylinder taking a crewmember, move down the pathway and out the door into confinement.

Host Tribunal says:
ACTION: The Tribunal is sitting alone in the room their hands still steepled, pondering.

Host Tribunal says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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